
Japan Explorer 
11 days 9 nights Tour to Osaka, Nara, Kyoto, Kanazawa, 

Takayama, Matsumoto, Mt. Fuji, Hakone & Tokyo 

 

 
 
Day 1 Australia – Osaka      Meals on board 
Today you will fly from Australia to Osaka. Upon arrival, met and transfer to your hotel for check in. 
Overnight in Osaka. 
 
Day 2 Nara – Osaka city tour      Breakfast/Lunch 
Start the day to Nara first and return to Osaka in the afternoon. Morning tour the Todaiji Temple, is 
one of Japan's most famous and historically significant temples and a landmark of Nara. The 
temple was constructed in 752 as the head temple of all provincial Buddhist temples of Japan 
Temple visitors will also encounter some deer from the adjacent Nara Park, begging for shika 
senbei, special crackers for deer that are sold for around 150 yen. Be treated with Japanese lunch 
at one of the favorite restaurants in Nara before returning to Osaka. Arrival at Osaka, proceed to 
Osaka Castle with entrance included, arguably one of the most, if not the most famous sight in the 
city, it is surrounded by a vast verdant park, this imposing historical relic affords a vast panoramic 
view of the city. The rest of the evening, transfer to Namba, Shinsaibashi & Dotonburi for some 
shopping, food and drink.  
 
Day 3 Osaka – Kyoto     Breakfast/Lunch/Yu-tofu Dinner 
This morning, travel straight to Kyoto, city of geishas, Zen gardens and temples, which charms 
with its understated elegance and refinement. Make a stop at one of the city’s cultural 
legacies, Kiyomizu-dera Temple. This distinctive Kyoto landmark features a wooden veranda that 
hangs over the valley, providing a panoramic view of the city as you take in more than a thousand 
years of history. From Kyoto, travel upwards Arashiyama, a pleasant, touristy district in the 
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western outskirts of Kyoto. Arashiyama is particularly popular during the cherry blossom and fall 
color seasons. The Togetsukyo Bridge is Arashiyama's well known, central landmark. Many small 
shops, restaurants and other attractions are found nearby, including Tenryuji Temple, 
Arashiyama's famous bamboo groves and pleasure boats that are available for rent on the river. 
This evening, enjoy a delicious shabu shabu dinner  
 

 
 
 
Day 4 Kyoto – Kanazawa      Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner 
This morning, travel like a local to visit to Nishiki market which is popular among the locals. 
Known as "Kyoto's Kitchen", this lively retail market specializes in all things food related, like fresh 
seafood, produce, knives and cookware, and is a great place to find seasonal foods 
and Kyoto specialties, such as Japanese sweets, pickles, dried seafood and sushi. Tour guide will 
take you to one of the local favorite restaurants for lunch. On the way to Kanazawa, make a stop 
at Tojinbo, and marvel at the dramatic and rugged beauty of pillar-shaped cliffs that were shaped 
by seawater erosion over millions of years. Thereafter, proceed to Kanazawa, remains an 
important city in its region and serves as the capital of Ishikawa Prefecture. The city boasts many 
historical attractions such as restored residences and districts, as well as modern museums. 
Overnight in Kanazawa. 
 
Day 5 Kanazawa – Hida – Takayama   Breakfast/Lunch/Kaiseki Dinner 
After breakfast,. Switch the mood one gear down with a stop at Kenrokuen Garden, hailed by 
many as one of Japan’s 3 great gardens. There is little better to do at this point than to stroll and 
contemplate, basking in the serenity of it all. Next, explore on the Samurai district, near to the 
castle, samurai families used to reside here. One of the main attractions of the district is the 
centrally located Nomura-ke, a restored samurai residence displaying the lifestyle and artifacts of 
the era when samurai were prosperous. In contrast is the Shinise Kinenkan Museum, a restored 
pharmacy displaying the lives of the merchant class which rose in prosperity as the samurai 
declined. Next, unleash the inner heritage buff in you at Shirakawa-go, a well-preserved UNESCO 
World Heritage Site that features quaint farmhouses. Tonight, enjoy the featured Kaiseki dinner at 
the resort as well as to experience the onsen by wearing the yukata, either before or after the 
dinner. Overnight in Takayama. 
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Day 6 Takayama – Matsumoto     Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner 
There is no better way to explore charming Japanese towns than on foot, and this experience 
awaits at Takayama. This morning, take a stroll past sake breweries and merchant houses 
adorned with latticed bay windows lined in rows, and pick up unique Hida souvenirs and 
confectionary along the way. Popular items include the Sarubobo good luck charms, literally “a 
baby monkey”, each bearing auspicious wishes for its lucky recipient. As you make your way 
towards Nagano prefecture, make a stop at Daio Wasabi Farm, dedicated to the tear-inducing, 
sinus-clearing miracle root. You may sample some wasabi ice cream and pick up some wasabi 
products from the farm’s extensive selection, at your own expense. 
Overnight in Matsumoto 
 

 
 
Day 7 Matsumoto – Mt. Fuji Region – Hakone  Breakfast/Lunch/Buffet Dinner 
This morning, take a leisure drive up Japan’s highest mountain, the iconic Mt Fuji, arguably one of 
Japan’s most potent symbols. Proceed to Mt Fuji 5th Station to enjoy a breath taking view of the 
volcano and its surrounds. Thereafter, make a stop at Oshino Hakkai a small village in the Fuji 
Five Lake region, located between Lake Kawaguchiko and Lake Yamanakako on the site of a 
former sixth lake that dried out several hundred years ago. Next, travel to and check in to Hakone 
onsen resort for a buffet feast follow by another experience of onsen. Overnight in Hakone. 
 
NOTE: Ascending to Mt. Fuji 5th Station is subject to weather condition. Alternatively, it will replace 
with Fujisan World Heritage Center 
 
Day 8 Hakone to Tokyo     Breakfast / Lunch 
The morning is free at leisure, you may 
wish to attempt the round two onsen 
and/or wander around the nature. After 
lunch, take a leisure scenic cruise on 
Lake Ashi. It was formed in the caldera 
of Mount Hakone after the volcano's last 
eruption 3000 years ago. Today, the 
lake with Mount Fuji in the background is 
the symbol of Hakone. The lake's shores 
are mostly undeveloped except for small 
towns in the east and north and a couple 
of lakeside resort hotels. Next, travel to 
Tokyo. 
Overnight in Tokyo. 
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Day 9 Tokyo      Breakfast / Sushi making lunch 
Spend a worth full day sightseeing in one of the biggest Metropolitan cities in the world. Hit the first 
stop to Tsukiji fish market where you still could find many stalls selling seafood, seasonal fruits, 
assorted nuts, soft cream, egg rolls, sashimi and more. Soon, travel to the adjacent district of 
Ginza Shopping district where it houses many international fashion label. Next, head down to 
Sushi house for a sushi making experience. After the hand-on experience sushi lunch, make a 

photo stop at Imperial Palace. The tour 
continues to visit the venerable Asakusa 
Kannon Temple, which has more than 1300 
years of history. From here, you may catch a 
glimpse of the iconic Tokyo SkyTree. Next, pick 
up souvenirs at nearby Nakamise shopping 
Street, a walkway leading to the temple that is 
lined with crafts, souvenirs and other cultural 
curios. Where time permits, browse and shop for 
the prefect keepsake for loved ones back home 
either at Shinjuku, or Shibuya 
Overnight in Tokyo. 
 

 
Day 10 Tokyo – Australia     Breakfast 
This morning is at leisure; in the afternoon, transferred to the airport for your flight bound for 
Australia. 
 
Day 11  Australia      
Arrive into Australia in the morning. 

 
 

 
 
 

 


